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ABSTRACT 

CAPTCHA is widely used security technique employed to avoid 

automated form submissions or verify user as human. An 

alternative CAPTCHA method based on pattern matching and 

number recognition ability is proposed in this paper, which 

verifies user as human and prevents bots to intervene and spam 

applications or services. This method is based on user gestures 

which make it unique and secure.  The biggest advantage of this 

new CAPTCHA technique is that it is simple and easy task 

conducted by user as it is language independent. It generates a 

random 4 character string number and shown to user. User 

should show gesture of particular characters in an order using 

computer webcam or using a mobile phone. A pattern matching 

algorithm is applied on those user images to identify gestures, 

and find matching. This method is very difficult to hack because 

designing a bot to identify gesture in image is not possible for 

now. Many experiments we conducted to prove accuracy of our 

technique.   

General Terms 

Scale-Invariant feature transform, Completely Automated Public 

Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart, Pattern 

Recognition. 

Keywords 

CAPTCHA, Hand Gesture, Security, SIFT, Key Points, 

reCAPTCHA. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Tuning test to tell 

Computers and Humans Apart) is widely used security 

mechanism on the web to ensure that response is from a person 

[1]. An image of misrepresented letters is dynamically 

generated. The letters are part of image not a plain text 

CAPTCHA uses a type of challenge response test to determine 

that the response is not generated by the computer. Now a day’s 

all sorts of websites are using small to large CAPTCHA’s [1]. 

Commonly used CAPTCHA consists text based challenge is 

given to web clients to be typed in textbox where humans can 

pass the challenge but not the machine.  For example a human 

can easily read misrepresented text shown in figure 1 but current 

programs cannot. CAPTCHA is mainly used to avoid spam. 

Spamming is performed on various public email provider sites 

and also on various forums and blogs. This comes into picture  

 

 

 

 

where users need to submit some content to a service or web 

applications 

 

 

 

Fig 1: General CAPTCHA images from Hotmail and rediff. 

Even though many types of CAPTCHA are 

implemented they fail at some time, for e.g., background 

CAPTCHA are easily hacked by using simple computer vision 

techniques [1]. CAPTCHA should be in such a way that it 

should be easily understandable by humans and should be easy 

to answer or interact with the process, it should be very hard for 

bots or machines to solve or it should be only understandable by 

humans, while bots cannot understand the process. And also 

there should be an easy process to generate and evaluate 

CAPTCHA and should not produce network overheads. 

Designing a CAPTCHA which satisfy these requirements is not 

so easy and that’s the reason some times CAPTCHA [1] fail. 

Keeping in mind these systematic rules, our system performs 

90% accurate process of identifying human. We generate simple 

clear images of characters that are not blended or twisted so it is 

really understandable by humans. Now we provide a new way of 

user interaction with CAPTCHA process, that is acquiring 

answer via image of user gesture either using webcam or mobile 

phone camera. Using this way bots cannot submit image, only 

user can submit gesture image [8, 9, 10.]. We perform a pattern 

matching algorithm and verify if user submitted image is a 

gesture of particular character [5, 6].Our system is highly 

intuitive and easily understandable by humans and user feel it 

more appealing than annoying traditional image based 

CAPTCHA [1]. We discuss user experience review of our 

system in Results and analysis section 
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2. RELATED WORK ON CAPTCHA 
Many types of CAPTCHA are developed and implemented to 

prove particular subject is human or any kind of programmed 

bot. There have been various attempts at creating more 

accessible CAPTCHAs, including the use of JavaScript, 

mathematical questions ("how much is 1+1") and common sense 

questions ("what color is the sky on a clear day"). The most 

widely used CAPTCHAs are the so-called text-based schemes, 

which rely on sophisticated distortion of text images aimed at 

rendering them unrecognizable to the state of the art of pattern 

recognition programs[5]. The popularity of such schemes is due 

to the fact that they have many advantages, for example, being 

intuitive to users world-wide (the user task performed being just 

character recognition), having little localization issues (people in 

different countries all recognize Roman characters), and of good 

potential to provide strong security (e.g. the space a brute force 

attack has to search can be huge, if the scheme is properly 

designed).Internet spam is defined as ”unsolicited commercial 

bulk e-mail”, or junk mail, in other words advertisements that 

marketers blindly send to as many addresses as possible. It is 

widely accepted that the spam problem and the so called “Bots” 

have become a nuisance and must be defended against. Whereas 

individual anti-spam preventive measures and email address 

filtering may be used as a short term solution, there is a need for 

more comprehensive solutions such as HIPs and CAPTCHAs 

[1]. Alta Vista web site was among the first to use CAPTCHA to 

block the abusive automatic submission of URLs. Advanced 

efforts on HIPs have been made at the CMU. They have 

introduced the notion of CAPTCHA [1] and defined its 

mandatory properties. Several CAPTCHA systems (e.g. Gimpy, 

Bongo, Pix) are available to readers on their web site [1]. Over 

the past ten years, PARC and UC Berkeley have introduced new 

challenges. Mandatory Human Participation (MHP) is another 

kind of authentication scheme that uses a character-morphing 

algorithm to generate the character recognition puzzles.  

 

Fig 2: Working of reCAPTCHA 

All the CAPTCHAs currently in commercial use take advantage 

of superior human ability in reading machine printed text[1]. 

Other algorithms use speech, facial features, and graphical 

Turing tests. 

2.1. Disordered CAPTCHA 
In this type of CAPTCHA particular string is processed in such 

a way that it is slightly or heavily distorted. Distortion may be 

angular or in proportion. Figure 2 shows a distorted CAPTCHA 

[1]. These types of CAPTCHA are easily understood by humans 

if they are slightly distorted. If it is heavily distorted it becomes 

difficult for users to identify string. Earlier day’s yahoo used this 

kind of CAPTCHA called gimpy but this is prone to 

segmentation attacks so some techniques like adding a cross line 

with some angle and grouping of characters are implemented. 

Generally dictionary words are used as challenge with slight 

modifications. 

2.2. Image based CAPTCHA 
Image based CAPTCHA are of different types, some contains 

group of characters shown in foreground with background image 

containing noise. There are several types of noise commonly 

used with CAPTCHA [1] scripts to embarrass the recognition of 

symbols by spam-bots: 

1. Pixel noise, sometimes of random colour, looks like an 

old grainy film or 3200 ISO images of your digital 

camera. 

2. Lines, sometimes of random colour and angle, 

sometimes they form a kind of grid. 

3. Rectangles and/or circles sometimes filled with 

colour. 

 

 

Fig 3: Image based CAPTCHA, Asirra, based on identifying 

cats and dogs in images 

Some other types of image based CAPTCHA include 

recognizing object in an image, recognizing shapes in image etc. 

2.3. Limitations in existing system 
However, some types of CAPTCHAs do not meet the criteria for 

a successful CAPTCHA [1]. A common type of CAPTCHA 

requires the user to type letters or digits from a distorted image 

that appears on the screen. Image recognition CAPTCHAs face 

many potential problems which have not been fully studied. It is  
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difficult for a small site to acquire a large dictionary of images 

which an attacker does not have access to and without a means 

of automatically acquiring new labeled images, an image based 

challenge does not meet the definition of a CAPTCHA [1]. 

Segmentation attacks, dictionary attacks solve CAPTCHA easily 

by spam-bots. Converting image to grey scale and remove 

background noise, Reading session files to get CAPTCHA 

words and social engineering techniques like CAPTCHA 

solving business, annoying other site users by distributing and 

asking them to solve CAPTCHA[1]. These are some other 

techniques making present CAPTCHA system easily solvable 

by computers and getting ready to spam or take advantage of 

service.  

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
In our system we generate random character set and ask user to 

show gesture corresponding to certain character, User gesture is 

captured and processed to identify if it represents shown 

character, if gesture is correct CAPTCHA  is solved and user is 

treated a human[1]. Figure 4 shows complete system setup. A 

random word of 4 character length is generated and characters 

are represented by C1, C2, C3, C4 user gesture images are 

captured as I1, I2, I3, I4 corresponding to C1,C2,C3,C4. We 

apply Robust Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) algorithm 

to find key-points of input images against database images. Now 

we find matching by calculating distance between database test 

image and input image and find Validity ratio or percentages of 

matching and find if two or more matches exist then we make 

slight variations to parameters like threshold and perform key-

point calculation, matching and percentage calculation to find 

exact match and identify gesture.  

3.1. Finding key-points using SIFT 

Algorithm: 
Scale-invariant feature transform is an algorithm in computer 

vision to detect and describe local features in images. The 

algorithm was published by David Lowe in 1999  

It is developed as a method to extract and describe key-points, 

which are robust to scale, rotation and change in illumination.  

There are five steps to implement the SIFT algorithm: 

1) Scale-space extrema detection: The first stage searches over 

scale space using a Difference of Gaussian (DoG) function to 

identify potential interest points that are invariant to scale and 

orientation. 

2) Key-point localization: The location and the scale of each 

candidate point are determined and the keypoints are selected 

based on measures of stability. 

3) Orientation assignment: One or more orientations are 

assigned to each key-point location based on local image 

gradient directions. 

4) Key-point descriptor: A feature descriptor is created by 

computing the gradient magnitude and orientation at each image 

sample point in a region around the key-point location. These 

samples are then accumulated into orientation histograms 

summarizing the contents over 44 regions with 8 orientation 

bins. So each key-point has a 128-element feature. 

5) The correspondence of feature points can be determined by 

taking the ratio of distance for the descriptor vector from the 

closest neighbor to the distance of the second closest. 

Using this algorithm we read image and calculate key- points, 

descriptors and locations by applying threshold. 

Descriptors given as P-by-128 matrix where p is number of key-

points and each row gives an invariant descriptor for one of the 

p key-points.  The descriptor is a vector of 128 values 

normalized to unit length. 

Locations are P-by-4 matrix, in which each row has the 4 values 

for a key-point location (row, column, scale, orientation).  The 

orientation is in the range [-PI, PI] radians. 

 

Fig 5: SIFT Key-points Extraction, Image showing matched 

key-points between input image and database image. 

3.2. Finding images similarity using a 

distance calculation algorithm 
After identifying key-points using SIFT, calculate the distances 

of the matched key-points to the center of key-points and 

construct a distance ratio array by summing distances of input 

image and test image. Now we verify if absolute of differences 

in distances sum of both images is below threshold value, and 

collect those points as they are valid matched key-points. If we 

have more than one match here we can decrease threshold and 

identify exactly a particular match [5]. We calculate validity 

ratio as by dividing number of valid key-points by number of 

matched key points 

    𝑑𝑇1 = 𝑑𝐼1

𝑃

𝑖=0

    −  (1)       

           𝑑𝑇2 =  𝑑𝐼2
𝑃
𝑖=0     −  (2)       
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Fig 4: Architecture of advanced CAPTCHA 

 

𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑠1 = [𝑑11/𝑑𝑇1   𝑑21/𝑑𝑡1   𝑑31/𝑑𝑡1 ]  -- (3) 

𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑠2 = [𝑑12/𝑑𝑇2   𝑑22/𝑑𝑡2   𝑑32/𝑑𝑡2 ]  -- (4) 

Distance = abs[Ratio1–Ratio2< MatchingThreshold] – (5) 

ValidPoints = sum(distance) –(6) 

The following gesture represents B, C, F, I, L, O respectively. 

Hand Gesture Character Representation 

 

 

     INPUT B 
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    INPUT C 

 

 

    INPUT F 

 

 

    INPUT I 

 

 

    INPUT L 

 

 

    INPUT O 

Table I: The Real Time Hand gestures and Characters 

3.3 Hand Gesture processing 
In this step we employee the SIFT Algorithm. SIFT finds the 

key-points from the input and compares with the gestures set in 

matched case proceeds further if not takes input repeatedly till 

gesture is satisfy. 

 

Fig 6: Reading character1, C which is treated as input 

image1  

 

Fig 7: Reading character 2, L which is treated as input 

image 2 

 

Fig 8: Reading character 3, O which is treated as input 

image 3 

 

Fig 9: Reading character 4, F which is treated as input 

image4 
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Fig 10: CAPTCHA system asking for user gesture input and 

completed processing 

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
In order to prove the performance of our proposed system, we 

predefined the number of gestures from B, C, F, I, L, O, and 

create a hand gesture database. This database consists 200 

training samples and 100 testing samples of 15 peoples. 

We found 96% and above success rate when evaluating this 

system and able to find percentage of identifying a gesture that 

represent a character is 73%. 

Fig 11: comparison of key-points on given input with 

database for a single input image 

The Figure 5 depicts SIFT key-points analysis for a single input 

image we can easily identify DB Image 3 have more number of 

key-points matched with input image key-points 

Figure 11. Graph showing Number of Key-points of Input 

Image, Database image and matched points for a single input 

image. 

 

Gesture 

Name 

 

 

Testing 

Number 

 

 

Success 

Number 

 

Correct 

Rate 

B 150 148 98.7% 

C 150 147 98% 

F 150 145 96.7% 

I 150 148 98.7% 

L 150 147 98% 

O 150 147 98% 

Table II. The results of classifier for the training set and 

testing set 

5. USER EXPERIENCE: 
When presented this system to user, we got a huge response for 

its simplicity and intuitive ness; user is able to show gesture, 

correctly and is able to put 4 gestures correctly out of 6 gestures 

[6, 8, 10]. This system is quite easy for the user. 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
We proposed and implemented a Hand Gesture Based 

CAPTCHA system works efficiently. It is secure and very hard 

to crack, the experimental result shows that our system will 

work better input image has good resolution. This can be 

extended to a client server based model where CAPTCHA 

processing server is setup with an API to embed generated 

CAPTCHA on various websites and perform CAPTCHA human 

or bot verification. 
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